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COMMENTARY 
· ·.' . ., ·. ·'-' 1 u· ·, J.l:f.i nn11~ 

, ~~~~I!::R'J~~~~rtJ'i\lii.~J9fi~~ally written lnGennan and translated into Italian, which! 

· ·· ' 'tla've '-1:ilirt!il~tS~~~rfEh~llsi1, 1 W~~presented by the 'author (a distinguished German 

!urist and author). at .the 551t1 Congress of the History of the italian Risorglmento at 
I 'il , < • ' 

Sorrento in December 1990. 

Profassor Cadoppl makas some reference .to this. article In The Zanardelli Code and 

Codlflcatlon In the Countries of.the Common l.aw. 

Although relatively brief, Schulze's paper 'prcMdas a useful context within whi~h one 
'.. ., ' 

can view the ',Italian Influence in Europe and beyond at the time Griffiths looked to 

the Zanarci~;dll .code as a source, perhaps t.he major source, of Inspiration for his 
•·.," _,' f ·• ' •• ' 

. _:;,' •' 

code. .;'. 

H14 

Schulze's article focuses on the two i)lajor Italian lntlu~:~nces in thEI field of penal law • . 
. .. , . ' ,• ' ' . ' '' ' . ' 

at the end of the 19th century: firstly, positivism (to which a good deal of the article 
. ' . . ' . . . . 

wa~ deVQtad) and assoclll,ted with _this the writings of Cesare. l.ombroso in the fleld 

of·cnrninal krthropology, particularly "Uo~~Jo pellnque~· (Criminal man). Secondly, 
'. . . 

. .the Zanardepl. eode, a product of the classic school. Whilst Zanardelll's code was 

reformist, ·~;~van. raclieaJiy so, it was strongly opposed by the pOsltlvlsts who saw It as 
' . :~ - ~ . 

an obstacle to their more radical reforms. 

The extent to which the Zanardelli code Influenced codes in the common law is 

fr£\ced. by ~11)~ssor Cad~~pl ·,n._hls a~cie. In this article the influence ~ that cod~ 
·' ' . ' ' '. '• ; . . . ' 

and positi~iilm. In other parts of Europ'e are examined, 
',. ' ' ., 

• 
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The Zanardelli code had Its greatest Influence as a model, not In the old world but in 

the new world. Apart from those codes which, through the Griffith code, drew their 

inspiration from it. one sees that codes throughout hispanic America (Venezuela . . 
Chile, Argentina, Cuba ·and Argentina) fn the late 19111 and early 201h centuries were 

to a greater or lesser extent based on the Zanardelll code. When one adds to th.ese 

and the common law countries, countries such as modern Israel and Japan one 

sees just how wide the reach of its Influence was. 

According to Wahlberg, the flowering of anthropology and law making In the Italy of 

the late 191
h century, represented by the positivist school and the Zanardelli code 

and the extensive research which preceded it, can be attributed to the "particularity 

and orlglnallty of Italian culture". 

That these developments should have taken place In a country which had just come 

to nationhood is extraordinary. 

It is also wortf:l noting that whilst many scholars attribute the commencement of 

comparative law as a separate subject of study to the International Congress of 

Comparative Law of 1900 In Paris, Dr Schulze points out that c:omparatists existed . ' 

In Italy prior to this and as Professor Cadoppl In his article notes the Zanardelli code 

had been preceded by an extremely wide comparative study of penal systems 

throughout much of the world. 
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This brief article helps In the understanding of the nature and extent of the great 

Influence which a country like Italy was In its very early and formative years, able to 

exert ln the legal systems of the world an influence which, as Professor Cadoppi has 

demonstrated, endures in our own State . 
• 

K A CULLINANE 
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I. ITALIAN IMPULSES TO PENAL JURISPRUDENCE AT THE END OF THE 
CENTURY. 

F-714 

"It seems to be written in the book of fate that the fatherland of Angelo Aretino and Guilio 

Claro. of Cesare Beccaria and Francesco Carrara (and how many other names would i! 

be possible to citell) should always be a fertile stimulus and a goal to be emulated for 

every branch of p~mal science". 1 This homage to Italian penal jurisprudence, a homage 

which was made by way of introduction to a full discussion 2 of the Zanarde!H Draft of 

1887, 3 was made by no less a person than Franz Von Liszt.4 Uszt. moreover, Is 

certainly not the only person in the legal literature of the German language to concern 

himself closely with the Italian penal law of those years. In addition authors such as 

Holtzendorff, 5 Seuffert, 6 and Wahlberg 1 
- to mention only the most significant -

devoted comprehensive analyses to the Zanardelli Draft. 

1. F. von Liszt, Der italienische Strafgesetzentwurf von 1887, in Abbandlungen des 
krimlnalistischen Seminars zu Marburg, 1/1, 1868. Subsequent citations of the 
same are taken from the Raccofta (Collections) of his strafrechtliche Vortrtige u.nd 
Aufsatze 1875-1891, Berlin, 1905, vol. I, pp. 253 ff (reprint Berlin 1970) (Tr. d. A.). 

2. F. von Liszt, op. cit. n. 1, pp. 252 ff. 

3. The draft had been ful!y reproduced In Riv/sla penale dl dottrina, legislazione e 
glurl.sprudenza, (The penal Review of doctrine, legislation and jurisprudence) Turin, 
1687, vol. XXVII. pp. 1 0-268; Amongst the best known and most accurate 
commentators on the Zanardelll Draft we remember G. Crivellari, lntroduzione af 
Commento del nuovo Codice penale lts/lano,(/ntroductfon to the commentary on 
the new italian penal coda). Milan. 1690, pp. 150-160 and E. Pessina, 
!Enciclopedia del dirilto penale Italiano, (Encyclopaedia of italian penal law) Milan. 
1906 vol. II, pp. 733-735. 

4. Franz Von liszt was born at Vienna on 2/3!1851. From 1882 he was professor at 
Marburg, he founded in 1888 the "kriminallstlsches Seminar": lecturer at Halle 
from 1889, he founded the "internationals kriminalistisi::he Vereinigung". Professor 
ordinary at Berlin from 1889 to 1916. He died in 1919. 

5. F.· von Holtzendorff. · Die Strafsndrohungen im neuesten italienischen 
Strafgesetz:entwurf, in Der Gerichtssaa/, Stuttgart, 1888, vol. XL. pp 321 ff. 

6, H. Seuffert. Mitteilungen aus dem Entwurf eines Strafgesetzbuches fur /fallen (1887) 
In Festschrift fur Rudolf von Gnelst z:um fOnfzigj/Jhrigen Doktoljubilaum, Breslau, 
1888, (reprinted Aalen 1974). 

7. W.E. Wahlberg, Der strafgesetzantwurf (Zanardelli )von 1887 fur ltalien, in 
Juristische BftJtter, n. 45, 1688 pp. 531-535. A. Buccellatl, Entwurf des StGBs fur 
das _Konigraich Italian von Minister Zanardelli, In Der Gerlchtssaal, voL XL, 1888, 
pp. 441 ff.; 5. Mayer, Der Entwurf elnes Strafgesetzes far das K6nlgreich Ita/len 
(Zanardellij, in Archiv f(Jr Strafrecht (founded by Goltdammer) Berlin, 1887, pp. 
337 ff.; A. Suchsland, Das neue ltallenlsche Strafgesetzbuch, in Der Gerichts.saaf, 
Vol. XLL, 1889, pp. 321 ff. 

11 "l 
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And to attract the interest of the studious Germans towards Italy there was not only such 

a Draft of a new code, but also, at least In equal measure. the complex of theories 

expounded in the eighties and nineties of the century by the medico Cesare Lombroso 

on "criminal man"8 and the so called "positivist school"9 which derived its impetus from 

such theories. 

If then, in the course of this wide German interest in the "positivist school" and the 

Zanardelli code, we have referred to Llszt before any other person this finds its 

explanation both by reason of the Importance of this author to the subsequent 

development of criminal law in Germany10 as well as because of the analogy subsisting, 

both chronologically and ln terms of the contents thereof, between his criticism of 

"classic" penal law and the strenuous efforts and attempts to reform the same, which 

were conceived in ltaly11
• Shortly after the publication of Lombroso's work, Uszt had In 

fact, through the Marburg Programme12
, laid down the foundations of the "modern 

school" of penal law !n Germany. And In the very same year in which Uszt, analysing 

the Zanardelll Draft, proposed to take advantage of it to enliven the discussion in 

Germany with new impulses there also saw the light (it was 1888) his famous 

'Krimlnalistisches Seminar"13 (seminar of criminal law) which would exercise great 

influence on the next generation of great german penal jurists. Amongst these we will 

mention two names: Eberhard Schmidt, 14 still today considered one of the most 

eminent historians of German penal law, and Gustav Radbruch,15 leading reformer and 

minister of justice in the Republic of Weimar. 

8. Lombroso, L'uomo cielinquente (Cnmina/ man), 1 Ed. Milan 1876, translation in German 
published by M.O. Frankal1887·1890, 2 vols. 

9. Amongst the works of the "positivists" we recall E. Ferri, La Scuola crimlnal9 po:sitiva (The 
· positivist criminal School), Naples 1885; Del limit/ fre diritto penale ed antropologla 
crlmlnale (on the limits between penal law and Criminal Anthropology) Turin 1881; 
Appuntl al nuovo Codiee pFmale, (Notes on !he New Penal Code,) Published by 
C.Lombroso, 2'4 Ed. Turin 1889. . · 

10. See E. Schmid!. Einfuhrung in die Geschlr:hte der deutsc;h9n Strafrecht-spflege, 
G6ttingen, 1965 (3'" Edition), Chapters 308 & 309; G. Klelnheyer/J.Schroder, 09utsehe 
Jurislen aus rant Jshrhundertan, HeidelBerg, 1989 (3'" Edition) pp. 169 ff. 

11. See Silvio Rani9ri Franz von Llszl und die positive Strafrer:htsschule In lta/ien, Franz von 
Li:szt zum Gedachtnls, Berlin, W69;· pp. 156 ff. · 

12. F Von Llsz:t' Marburger programmschrift, 09r Zwar:kge&anke im Strafrer:ht, in ZStW. 1883. 
vol. 3 pp. 1·47, now also In H. Ostendorf, Von d9r Rache iur Zweck:slraf9: 100 Jshre 
':Marburger Programm•von Franz von Llszt (1882), Frankfurt on Main, 1982: 

13. See E. Schmidt op cit(n. 10:-Chap: 308). · · . 
14. Eberhard .Schmidt bom at Juterborg on 16 March 1891; profe~sor of penal law and legal 

history In the University of 6reslao, Klel (1926). Hamburg (1929), Leipzig (1935), Gottin9en 
(1945), Heiclelburg (from 1948), then from 1959 Professor Emeritus. Died at Heldelburg 
17 June 1977. 
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In 1888 and 1889 then, whilst in Italy the Zanardelli code was presented to the 

Parliament and to the King and finally approved,16 Uszt founded, together with the 

Belgian Prins and the Dutchman van Hamel, the "lnternationale kriminalistische 

Vereinigung"17 (International Criminology Association). organising it thus in an 

international form and opening to a reciprocal exchange of ideas and experiences the 
• 

movements for the reform of the existing criminal laws of Europe. His ideas were 

received into German legislation, in a substantial way, only in 1933 with the reform of 

the penal code and later with the wide reforms carried out in the penal field in the last 30 

years when a strong current of thought among German penal jurists adopted the ideas 

of the enlightenment and those of the "modern school" of Uszt Introducing thern by way 

of a policy to be developed, an ideal consonant with the needs of the changed times.18 

With as much In common with the "modern school" in Germany as with the "positivist 

school", born from the premises ot Lombroso In Italy, they had not only the desire to use 

methods of empirical analysis - methods from which modem criminology was born -

but also rejected as a matter of principle some of the philosophical premises 

characteristic ofthe "classic school" In both countries.19 

15. Gustav Radbruch was born at Lubeck on 21 November 1878. Professor ordinary at 
KOnigsberg from 1914, at Kiel from 1919. Elected social democratic deputy to the German 
parliament in 1920. Minister of justice from 26 October 1921 until 1922 and again In 1923. 
Resumed academic activity at Kiel and Heldelburg (1 926 ). He left teaching In 1933 to 
resume In 1945 until194B. He died at Heidelburg on 23 November 1949. 

16. On the origins of the Zanardelli code see E. Pessina, E:nciclopedia (E:ncyclopedie (n. 3 ). 
cit., pp. 733·743, and E. Srusa, Ole Wfssenschaftliche Lelstung Italians auf dem Gebiet 
des Strafrechts w!;ihrend derfetzten :z:wei Jahro, in ZStW, vol. 1, 1881, pp. 130 ff. 

17. See E. Schmidt, op. cit., (n. 14) chap. 308. 

18. See Claus Roxin, Franz von Liszt und die krlmlnalpolitlsche Konzeption des 
Alternalfventwurfs, In ZStW, voL 81 (1969) pp. 61 1-649; on lhe reformers of the penal law 
generally, see H. Ruping,- Grundriss der Strafrechlsgeschlchte, Mr Schonke·Schroder, 
Strafgesetzbuch Kommentar, on the recant developments In penal law by way of 
Introduction H. Achenbach, Kriminafpolitische Tenclem:en in den jOngeren Reformen des 
8esonderen Slrefrechts unci des Strafprozessrechts, In JUS, 1980, pp. 81 ff.; Helke Jung, 
Fortsntwlcklung des strefrechllichen Sankiionssystems, in JUS, 1986, pp. 741 ff. 

,-
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In the "classic" conception, the purpose of punishment was not to be sought in a 

framework of Interests or social ends. Rather, the guilty person was punished in so far 

as "he has committed a crime"20 according to the assertion of Immanuel Kant. The 

guilty, an individual gifted with free will and capable of autonomously distinguishing 

between good and bad, must entirely and exclusively answer for the act alleged against 

him. The 'just" sentence In this context, was to be fixed- without variations pf "more" or 

"less" - in a manner rigorously proportional to the crime (whatever criteria applied, on 

the basis of metaphysical principles, to determine what was proportional or just) 

Already before the seventies of the last century such a "classic" conception underwent 

profound changes, without however ceasing to be Identifiable In principle.21 From the 

doctrine of Fauerbach on the "psychological compulsion·•ZZ that the imminent penalty 

imposes and until one arrives at a determination, according to Rossi, of a suitable 

penalty relative to the conservation of social order and to the rehabilitation of the guilty23 

the author of the crime remainea in the ultimate analysis, the individual gifted with the 

free will of the philosophic IdeaL 

19. See H. Ruplng, op cit. (n. 18) pp. 87 ff.; H. Welzel, Das deutsche Strafrecht (14~' edition} 
Berlin, 1969, pp. 12 ff. on the representatives of the German "classic school" see G. 
Kleinheyer/J. SchrClder, Deutsche Juristen aus fOnf JahrfJUndertem (2"" edition). 
Heidelberg, 1983, pp. 38, 168, 323 ff. Amongst the representatives of the "classic 
school" we cite Francesco Carrara with his Programma del corso di dfritio criminafe (of the 
course of criminal law) (last edition Florence, 1902) and Giovanni Carmignanl, Element/ cif 
dlrltto criminate (Elements of Criminal Law) Milan 1663; (Theory of the laws of social 
security), Plsa 1831. 

20. I. Kant, Metaphysik der Sltten, 1 '1 part, Mliiltaphyslsche AnfangsgnJncfe in Recht, 
Kllnlgsberg, 1797 p. 196. (Trd. A.). 

21. A detailed description of the different penal theories can be fC)und in C.l. von Bar, 
Gesr:hfchte des cfeutschen Strafrer:hls, with notes and observations of 1.. Schnorr von 
Carolsfeld, Aa!en, 1974 chap. 85 ff. See also the exposition of synthesis of U. Eisenhardt. 
Deutsche Rechtsgeschichte, Grundrlsse cfes R&chts, Munich, 1984, pp. 315 ff.; H. ROping 
op cit. at n. 19, p.13. In the Italian language the following works have been translated. 
Uszt, La tacrla de/lo scope nel cfiritto penale (The theory of the purpose of r:nininsl law) 
pub!lshed by A.A. Calvi, Milan 1962; Welz:el, Dirltto naturale e glustizia materials, (Natural 
law and substsnt;ve justice} published by G. Oe Stefano, Milan, 1965. 

22. See H. MOller, Begriff der Generalpr~ventlon im 19 Jahr hundart von P J A Feuerb&ch bis 
Franz von Liszt, In Frankfurter Krlminalwissansr;haftliche Stur:lien, veL 9, 1984, pp. 66 ff. 

23. P. Rossi, Tratta_to df dlritlo penafe, (Treatise on pena! law} Vol.!, Milan, 1852, pp. 130 ff. 

11R 
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The "positivists" radically opposed this concept In the last quarter of the century. 24 They 

dedicated themselves to an analysis, using- an empirical-systematic method, of the 

circumstances which, beyond that of free will, caused a man to become a criminal. In the 

place of free will, they substituted a wide criteria of determinative factors founded- wholly or 

partially - on the circumstances of a person's physiological or social life; the philosophy of 

law, metaphysics. yielded tcr the empiricism of medicine and sociology. The ~just" 

punishment. proportional ·and not determined by considerations of purposes or alms, had 

been substituted In the minds of the new theorists, by a scientific punishment dedicated and 

conceived, for the very purpose, of achieving soda! ends. Thus, their program of penal 

reform aimed at the elimination of sentences of brief duration for criminals of a petty kind or 

those without any prior criminal history, because those sentences were •useless' as 

measures for the "resoclalisatlon" of offenders and came also to postulate the elimination of 

recidivist offenders and "lncorrigibles" (elimination, or neutralization, by achieving it, for 
I 

example, through perpetual preventative custody).25 

The offensive of sclentlflc positivism against the •citader of "classic" penal law had been 

launched In 1878 by the Italian Lombroso with "criminal man'- a point of reference, almost 

a beacon so to say, of the scientific debate throughout all Europe. Its attempt to identify the 

"criminal" on the basis of specific physiological elements 25
- shape of the face, hair, or even 

the size of toes - was destined to fail, and even today excites amazement' and surprise. 

However it had the effect of Initiating, by way of a challenge launched, on the intellec:tual 

level, and, let us say It, as a somewhat disturbing provocation, a move towards a change of 

scientific direction from the metaphysics of classic penal law to the positivism of the new 

school. And very soon beside or directly in the place of the limited medico-naturalist 

conceptions of the lombroslans - which In the course of the twentieth century were to be 

taken up in a !1'18nner ever more problematical by the theories, contrary to the dignity of 

man, of German national socialism, but not only by it - were disseminated those of a 

sc;>clologlcal nature and from thai grew modem criminology and criminal policy which would 

became the starting point of multiple reforms of European penal law. 

24. On the dispute between the 'absolute" and ·relative• penal theories and the classic and 
modem schools-In Germany see H. ROping, op. ell. at n. 18 pp. 87ff A. F. Berner Lehrbuch 
des cieutsr::hsn Strsfrschts 18

111 
ed, Leipzig, 1898 H. Muller op. cit a! note 22 pp 298 ff.; 338 

fi.;- On the convergences and the differences of direction of these schools see Silvio 
Ranieri, op cit at n. '11 pp. 164. 

25 F. Von Liszt, Lehrbuch des deutschan Slrafrechts, (13'" Ed) Berlin 1903, chapter 15 and 
relevant referene13s. 

26 See n. 18; for further treatment of the "criminal" see Silvio Ranieriop cit at n .11 p 159 with -
many references. 
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In Italy itself we encounter the opposition, in the eighties of that century, between the 

"positivist school" with Enrico Ferri~7 and Raffaele Garofalo28 as the leaders, and a 

strong and dynamic "classical school"29 which had In the Rivista penale (Penal Review) 

its central inspiration and cornerstone. The potential for efficiency and modernization 

which in those years the Italian classic penal law demonstrated that it possessed Is 

testified to by legislative activity. It took Its guiding light, even in the sixties, from 

"classic" principles and its great achievement, the object of vast attention even 

internationally- the Zanardelli Draft penal code of 1887, of which we have spoken at 

the beginning of this article, did not distance itself, in its principal sources of inspiration. 

from the "classic" penal tradition; on this point its opponents of the "positivist school" as 

much as its defenders of the "classic school" agree. 

This tradition welcomed nevertheless a series of Innovations, which not only constituted 

a step forward with respect to traditional dogma but also contained ideas for a reform of 

the penal law which coincided with the theses of the supporters of the "positivist school"; 

for example. the differentiation of the types of penalties and of the levels of responsibility 

of those who commit crimes; the introduction, in a general way, of attenuating 

circumstances; the division of offences Into two categories only (crimes and 

contraventions)30 and not Into three, according to the French and German traditions. 

27. See for the works of this author note 9 . 

.28. Amongst the works of Garofalo we recall: Criminologie, (Criminologies) flrst edition, Turin, 
1881; Delle mitigaz:lone delle pane nel reatl di sangue (On Mitigation of Punishments In 
Crimes of Blood) In Giomale napolet<mo di filosofia e #.1ttere, (Neapolitan Journal of 
Philosophy and Letters) Naples 1887; Dl un r:ritsrio posltivo dalle penaflta (Of a positivs 
standard ofpunishment} Naples, '1880. 

29. See at n, 19. 

30. See G. Zanardelli, R.elazione a S.M. if Re del Mlnlstro Gusrdas/g/111 neii'Udienza del 30 
glugno 1889 par /'approvazione r:Jel testa r:Jefinitivo r:Je/ Codloe panale, ·(Report to His 
Majesty the King of the Minister for Justice in the Audience of 30 June 1889 for the 
approval of the final text of the penal Code), Rome 1889 p.12 ff. On the ccnsequencss of 
tripartltlon which Zanardelli judged as "regrettable and damaging" see Relazlone cit., pp. 
24 ff. 
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That which most attracted public attention, however, was the abolition of the death 

penalty",, a controversial subject from the beginning of the legislative activity in the area 

of reform of criminal law In a united ltaly?2 Italy achieved in this field, alone amongst the 

great countries of Europe, a reform objective amongst the most Important in the field of 

doctrine in modern penal law. Already forcefully supported on one side by the penal 

jurists of the Enlightenment, the ol?,iect of passionate discussion amongst the legislators 

of revolution'!lry France (who did not succeed in achieving it) .the abolition of the death 

penalty formed part of the baggage of requests and'demands advanced during the 

"European Revolution" of 1848/49 and remained the order of the day for penal reforms 

in various European countries without however being realized. Inserting it in black and 

white in the new Penal Code, Italy demonstrated that it was possible to achieve the 

abolition of this extreme penalty In the ambit of a penal law of "classical" orientation. 

strictly linked to the principles of the liberal and enlightenment traditions. 

II TOWARDS A EUROPEAN HISTORY OF LAW IN THE AGE OF NATION STATES 

The Positivist school and the Zanardelli Code: Here are the two important contributions 

by Italy to the history of European penal law of the late nineteenth century. In this article 

it is not possible, unfortunately, to analyse the genesis and the importance ofsuch 

contributions in Italy itself nor their development, or rethinking, in the following century. 

We must in fact limit ourselves to their resonances amongst its contemporaries, upon 

the basis of further examples which we will shortly expose. Such echoes and 

resonances, we must not forget, evidence both some of the results of which science and 

(Italian) penal legislation after unification demonstrated themselves capable of as well as 

the intense exchange of ideas and experiences amongst the European judicial cultures; 

a dimension which existed notwithstanding the claims and achievements of the nation 

states. 

31. The abolition of the death penalty had been intensely discussed not only In the political 
sphere but also in the scientific in post-unitary Italy; see F. Benevolo, L'unlficBzione deiiB 
leglslazione penale e Ia pena suprema (The uniflcatlon of the penal legislation and the 
supreme penally) Turin 1890; Carlo Francesco Gabba, II pro ed If contro nella questiom~ 
della pena dl morle. Consideraz:ioni criticha, (The for and against on the subject of the death 
penalty; a critical discussion) Plsa 1666. On the penalty of death in Italy see Cesare 
Beccaria, published by Gerhard Deimling. Heidelberg, 1989, pp. 55 ff. 

32. For an analysis of the problem In the German language, see F von Llsz:t, op.clt. at n. 1 pp. 
257, 258. 
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The phenomenon of a national contribution to a European and international line of 

development of law and juridical culture - in an era, like ours, of ever greater 

convergences In the systems and juridical institutes at the level of European integration 

- explains the particular interest with which both the scientific and legislative results 

achieved by Italy in the late J)ineteenth century are viewed. Before moving to speak of 

the echo of Italy abroad we wlll then touch upon the problem of the fact of and th; 

nature of, this common history of the law in the period of nation states. 

Even if we are speaking of a very speclflc sector of the law, one feels It Important always 

to affirm that the development of the nation State In the course of the nineteenth century 

did not rent the fabric of a common european development in the legal field. It has given 

it, at the most. a new form, if we keep in mind the following elements which are able to 

validate our thesis; the age of the nation State is at the same time an age of mutual 

interchanges in natlonal33 juridical cultures and an age of circulation In Europe of 

juridical concepts and proposals for legal reform.34 To borrow from Nietzsche, it is an 

age of "european comparison". Such an exchange of Ideas and solutions was 

nourished, then, from existing affinities at the level of legal education and of Its forma 

mentis and by the return to the epoch of the tradition of a common law, from the natural 

law and the Enlightenment, but It also nourished itself and took impetus from the 

necessity to provide answers to problems and common chS~IIengas arising at that time. 

In the second half of the nineteenth century Italy was ahead of its time In finding new 

fomns and dimensions of fnlemational juridical comparison - comparative law and its 

associated disciplines- which replaced the old tradition of a common law. It ls sufflcfent 

to recall the name of Amari35 in the field of comparative law and comparatists generally 

and of Manclnl35 and Anzilotti37 In the field of private intematlonallaw,38 
. . . 

33. See the Introduction of Reiner Schulze in Deutsche Reu:;htswissr:msehaft rmd Staatslehre lm 

Spiegel dar italienlschen Rechlskullur wahrend der zweiten Hii./tre des 19 .Jahrhunderts. 

(published by R. Schulze) pp. 3 ff., 12 ff. 

34. See specifically Cristina Vano Hypp_thesen zur Interpretation der "vergleichenden Methoden'; 

in R. Schulze op .. eft at n. 33 pp. 225 ff. particularly p. 242. 

1?0 
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As much as has already been said Is enough to consider the Italy of the second half of 

the nineteenth century not as a mere "recipient" in comparison with the German 

"juridical pole" or with the other important European countries such as France. II would 

be necessary, moreover, to analyse beside !he major centres of European juridical 

diffusion - France, Germany, England- the development and the c:reativa interchange 

of new Ideas and juridical conceptions in, the territories located at the periphery or at the 

cross-roads, with respect to such centres; for example in the Low Countries, in Belgium. 

In the French and German Rhine and particularly in Italy. The coming into contact of 

external influences with the juridical traditions more specifically and genuinely national, 

in a context wholly Italian, can be considered as the necessary pre-condition to the 

further fruitful contributions of Italy. in an original manner, to the circulation In Europe of 

conceptions and normative models already mentioned. Some of these Italian scientific 

contributions have been the subject of research by Aldo Maz:zacane39 

35. E. Amari, Critics dl una scienza delle /egislaz:lonl oomparate (A critical view of the 
science of comparative legislation) Genoa, 1957; See E. Jayme, E:merico Amari (181 0-
1870) dlrltto r::omparato 9 tliloria del progresso (Comparative law and theory of progess) 
In Rivista del di'n1to civile (Review of civil Law) n. 1 part one, Padua 1989. 

36. See P.S. Mancini La nazloneli(b come fonte del dlrftto della gentf, (Nationality as a 
source of the rights of the people) Turin 1850; 0/rltto lntemazionsle. Prefezione con un 
saggio sui Machiavelli, (lnlematlonal Jaw: Introductory Lecture with an artfr;;Je on 
Machiavelli) Naples 1873; De l'utilile de rendre obligato/res pour tous las Etats, sous Ia 
forme d'r.Jn ou de plusieurs traltes lntemationaux, tm certain nombre de regles generales 
du droit international prlvll pour assurer Ia decision unlforme des oonflits ~ntre /es 
dlfferentes legislations civiles el crlmlnelles, In Clunet, (Journal de droit international 
priva). 1 (1874) pp. 291-299. 

37. See D. Anzilolti, La codifir:azlone del dlrilto lntemazionale privata, Dlsr:orso letto nel R. 
lstituto di Scienze-Sociali •cesare Alfieri" in Firenze II glomo 12 Novembre 1893 per Ia 
so/r:mne inaugurazione deg/1 studi, (The codification of private lntematlonal law, A 
discourse read fn the Royal Institute of Social Sciences (Cesare Alfieri) in Florenr:e on 
the 1zlh Nov. 1893 for the solemn /nauguretion ofils research.) Florence 1894. ld., Studi 
critic/ di dlritto intemazionale prlvato, (c:rmcal studi'3s of private inlematlonallaw) Rocca 
S. Casciano, 1 898; ld II diritto internazionsla nel gludlzl fnleml. (lnfemstional/aw in 
domestic judgments), Bologna. 1905; ld.; Corso di diritto intemaziona/e privato (Course 
of prlv_ate International laW) 1925. 

38. SaG H.P. Mansel Mancini, v. Sevigny und die Kodlfikation des deutschen int9mBiionalen 
Prlvatl'9chts von 18!i6, In R. Schulze op. cit. al n. 33 pp. 245 If; E. Jayme, Dionisio Anzllottl und 
das dautsche lntematlonafe Privatl'9cht, Ibid pp. 297 fi. 

39. Sea A. Mazzacane, Die Rechtskultur In Deutschland und It allen nsch dar nsl/onsfen E:inlgung • 
Anmerkungen zu elnem Forschungsprojakt, in R Schulze op. cit at n. 33 pp. 55 ff.; ld., I giurlstle 
Ia crfsi deffo Staro Liberals. In tts/ia fra Otto(} Novecento, (Jurists and the crisis of the liberal state~ 
in Italy between the 1800s ana 1900s) Naples, 1966; ld., L'esperlenza giuridica di f:m;muele 
Giantun;o, (The juridical experiance of /Emanuela Gianturco), Naples 1987. Aldo 
Mazzacane/Pierangelo Schlera, I'Enclr:lopsdla e sspsrs sclentilico. II diritto e le scienzs soc/ali 
nell' Encfclopedia giuridica italians, (Encyclopedia and scientific knowledgs. The law end the 
social sr:lences In the Italian juridical Encyclopedia) Bologna 1990. 

121 
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fl! The resonance of Italian penal law of the late nineteenth century In 

Germany and Austria. 

We now turn to Germany and Austria to examine what the resonance of Italian penal 

jurisprudence had been In those countries. And here we are 

able to Immediately ask ourselves: what Is the role which Liszt, at the commencement 

of the "modern school" of German penal law. attributed to 

Italy, in the area of development of the penal jurist? Essentially the function of a 

vanguard, of an Intellectual challenge for the rest of Europe; and this Is the most 

fascinating aspect of the Italian science of that era. After the great scientific and political 

disputes of the eighteenth and halfofthe nineteenth centuries on penal law, prison 

systems, and criminal policy, the penal law had become, he affirms, 
• "a particular and exclusive occupation of professors In the subject, of whose 

lessons and of whose writings no one took any notice, except for their closest 

colleagues.''40 Alone in raising themselves to prominence in this general silence were 

"the Italian criminal jurists with their ardent, youthful and bellicose battle cry." 41 

And when Uszt amongst these mentions ''theoretical and practical, jurists and 

doctors-'~2 he is clearly alluding to Lombroso4~. But there Is not only this:· iJszt also 

recognised the capacity of Italy to transform into legislative practice 

the impulses of "a rejuvenated penalistic science.'o44 The Zariardefli Draft 

represented in his words "a milestone in the history of penal legislation" and 

Its provisions were such as to "attract the universal attention of statesmen even beyond 

Italy. n45 

"Reform and unlfy"46: This was for Wahlberg, In the same years, the domlnant47 . . 
motive of Italian science and penal legislation, almost, with a view to giving them the 

value of an example and paradigmatical model. 

40. 
41, 

42. 

43. 

44. 

45. 

46. 

F. Von Liszt op. cit aL n. I p. 252 (Tr.d.A.) 
I d. PP 2sz, 2s3 rrr.ctAJ 
ld. P. 253 (Tr.dA) . - -
On the positlop of Llstt with regard lo lhe doctrine or Lombi"QSO; see F. Von Lim, Lehrbuch des deulschsn 

~ Strsfreel]fs, op. cit. at n. 25 ehGp. 15; Marburger Pmgrammschrlff, op. cit. at n. 12. p. 4. E. Schmidt op. eit. 
st. n.11. pp. 165 fL · • 

F. von Uszt op. cit. a! n. 1 p. 253 (Tr.d.A.) 

Ibidem (Tr.d.A.) 

W. E. Wahlberg op. cit. at n. 7 p. 531 with lnlonnatlon oo lhe cllfferent drafts of penal codes end in particular 
on that of 1887, pp. 533 ff. 

. ....... 
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National unification and reform of the faw, to be pursued at the same time, were the two 

objectives that German juridical science and legislation, on the 

conceptual level, offered if also through the Image reflected by the Italian 

experience. And here we are able to draw a parallel between the histories of 

the two countrles:48 together they arrived "fat~" at national unification when compared 

to their neighbours of western Europe since they reached It only in the second half of the 

nineteenth century. The new codifications hence assumed In both· 

countries, in this last thirty years of the last century In which new realities and 

economic and social trends emerged, a particular significance: they embodied 

the unification of juridical relations and social life and at the same time 

symbolised the national unity which had been achieved. And here the legislators were 

faced with a choice of methods: was it more appropriate to unify the law making use of 

' existing laws- pre-unity laws inspired by the napoleonic legislation of a half century 

earlier- and therefore to gain tlme, or instead to develop and to embody in new laws 

new conceptions reforming the existing laws but at the price of substantial delays? 

Italians and Germans gave to this question two different answers according to different 

branches of the law; whilst Italy quickly created a civil code which had as Its model the 

Code Civil of France, Germany adopted one only In 1900 and after long discussions; 

that was because of the progress made and of the influence achieved by the pandectists 

In that country. In the field of penal law the opposite occurred; Germany quickly adopted 

a unitary code (as early as 1871 and under pressure from Bismarck who considered it 

an integral part of unlflcation)49 while In Italy the discussions and the drafts of a new 

penal code would continue unti11889.50 

47. W.E. Wahberg op. eft. at n. 7 p. 531. 

48 R Schulze. lntroduzions, [Introduction) in R. Schulze op. cit. at n. 33 pp. 3 ff.; C. Dipper, 
Italian 1861 bis 1915 • Nationalstaat ohne Nation, Ibid, pp. 355 ff. 

49. On the genesls of the German penal eode of 1871 see W. Schubert, Der Ausbau der 
Relchselnhelt unter dem Norddeutschen Bund. Ellalefeld, 1983; E. Schmidt op. cit. at n. 10 
chap. 297; H. Ruping, op. ell. at n. 1 a, p. 81. 

50. Amongst the works in the German language on the sl!_bject see In particular, F. Von Liszt 
op. cit. at n. 1-pp. 255 ff: H. Seuffert, op. r;lt. at n. 6 pp·. 80 ff.; in the Italian language of the 

same period,·see G. Crlveilarl, op. cit. at n. 3; E. Pessirla, o{J. eft. at n. 3. 
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From similar starting points came different later developments: and the Draft of the 

Italian penal code would become, in Germany, an Instrument of criticism of the penal 

legislation of 1871 itself. The proposals for reform advanced by the "modern school" 

were useful as topics orientated towards the exploitation of the national spirit. So, 

Zanardellf with his Draft not only gave impetus to the juridical unification of Italy but also 

• "refused to use the instrument so convenient and familiar represented by the the Code 

pranaf of 1810 [ ... ]and satisfied the aspirations of the Italian juridical world by turning to 

the Italian creative spirit".51 This evaluation demonstrates the critical attitude of Llsz;t 

towards the German penal code which, "unfortunately",52 heir to the prussian tradition, 

would still have as its model the Code Penal of 1810. And also In Germany the 

realisation of an authentic national legislation would be had only with the "definitive 

liberation from the yoke of !he Code Penal" according to Llszt. 53 

Without descending Into the details of the evaluation, carried out by this or that author 

on the Z:anardelli Draft, one can be permitted to recalf two elements which. in Germany, 

contributed notably In distinguishing the discussion on the Draft in Germany from that in 

Italy. Firstly, one notes how positive was the Judgment on the Zanardelll Draft on the 

part of Llszt who was proudly opposed to the "classic" penal law and founder of the 

"modern school"54 whilst in Italy the critics of the "classic school", commencing with Ferri 

and Lombroso, lined themselves up decisively against the Draft itself~$. Seen from 

Germany, the supporters of the Zanardelfl Draft and the f~llowers of the positivist school. 

in so far as they were both initiators of penal reform seemed much closer than what the 

polemics which raged in Italy would lead one to think. In reality the same situation in 

fact was able to have an Influence In a different way according to the. country concerned 

when seen against the different national juridical cultures: the Zanardall! Draft, which In 

Italy seemed to some reformer: to block the way to more radical modifications and 

reforms became In Germany...: where not long before there had come Into existence a 

codification along the lines of the earlier franco-prussian tradition a reason to request 

and demand a profound transformation ofthe existing laws. 

51. F. Van Uszt, op. colt. at n.1.pp 253-54 (Tr.dA) 

52. Ibidem 

53. Ibidem 

54. Ibid. pp. 252-254 and 288-289. Also A. Suehsland, op. ell. at n. 7 and H. Seuffert op. cit. at 
n. 6 express positive judgments on the Zanardelll code. 

55. Seen. 9 
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The different attitudes assumed in relation to the Zanardelli Draft by the 

Italian positivist school and the German modern school is, however, also 

proof of the profound divergences in scientific character which ran between the two 

currents of thought. Uszt did not share absolutely the unilateral naturalist approach of 

lombroso;56 naturafist influences are present In his theories but only In an Indirect way, 

as for example the evolutionary concept of the link Qetween a person and his 

obligations 57 Profound differences subsisted in the concept of prevention which, for 

Lombroso, was a problem of policing and the rapidity in disposing of trials, 58 a rapidity 

which should have been disturbed as little as possible by appeals- and above all by 

that presented for "purely formal reasons". 59 For Llszt, however, and for the "modern 

school", the theme of prevention was linked with that of the safeguards for the accused, 

and to aims of a social nature he clearly preferred the aims of a Hberal character of the 

"classical school"- even to considering the penal code as a type of "magna carla of the 

criminal"50; one cannot fail to see 
1

how also on this Issue liszt was closer to the concepts 

found In the Zanardelli code Itself than to the themes ofthe "positivist school".61 The 

contrast between these two schools, In Italy and Germany, has probably had the result 

that the tradition of the modem school - and the concepts of positivism which were 

transmitted by it into the penal law- even today In Germany carries greater prestige 

than !s the case In Italy, amongst jurists, for the theories of the "positivist schoo1."61 

56. N. 25- S. Raneri, op. cit. at n. II pp. 167 ff. 

57. F. Von Uszt; 1907, Dss •nchtlge Rec:ht" in der Strafgesetzgebvng, in ZSIW. 1907, vol. 27 p. 
93 see E. Schmidt op. eft. at n. 10 chap. 313. 

58. C. Lombroso, Troppo pffilsto, (Too soon) In Appuntf (Notes), eft. at. n. 9 pp. 67-68. 

59. Ibidem. 

60. F. Von Llszt Gutac:hlan fur die /ntemationale Krlmlnallstisch" Vereinlgvng, 1893; E. Schmidt 
op. cit. at. n. 10 chap. 310. 

. . 
61. SeeM. Sbriccoll, (..a penliili:stica clvfle (Ths civil pfifnalisQ in Aldo Schiavone, Stato e cuftura 

glurldica In ltalia dai/'Unita alia Repubblica, (The slete and juridir:al culture in Italy from 
Unity to the Republic) Sari, 1990, pp. 203 and 208-209. On the negative influences of the 
"positivist school" on the Rocco eode, seeM. Sbrlccoll , Ibid. p. 228, G. Nappi Modena· 
Luciano Violante. Poterl della Stato e sistema penala, (Powers of the State and the penal 
system). Turil'l 1978, pp. 178 ff. and Dirilto penale e posltivlsmo, (Penal law snd positivism) 
in E. R. Papa; Pos/tlv/smo e cultura Ita/lana, (Positivism snd Italian culture) Mlfan, 1965, p. 
50 ff. 
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The fact that many of the approving comments and analyses from Germany on the new 

Italian penal legislation were concerned with particular aspects of the penal system 

rather than with the greater themes such as the abolition of the death penalty, included 

in a, let us say, pioneering way in the new penal code would have surprised the Italian 

observer. The fact was that in Germany Bismarck had the justification that demands 

cam_e from some national-liberals for the abolition of this form of punishments2 as well as 

the fact that in response very few of the intellectuals and penalists raised their voices to 

request its elimination 63 Amongst those favourable to the maintenance of this penalty, 

there coincided then the opinions of the positivist jurists 54 who favoured the substance of 

the existing provisions of the 1871 penal code and those of the "modern school" for 

wham It was necessary to "neutralize" incorrigible criminals. 55 For Uszt such a 

neutralization could be reached both by carrying out the death penalty and also by 

sentencing criminals to prison for life ("ergastofo") as the Zanardelli code provided. 56 He 

' however leant more towards the •tiberatlng sword" which would be "more benign and 

humane than burying human beings in a perpetual lmprisonmenr'.57 The course which 

German penal law would have to follow would still be a long one before the 

Fundamental Law of the German Federal Republic of 1949, by article 102. would 

solemnly sanction at a constitutional level- having passed through the tragic 

experience of the "Third Reich"- the abolition of the death penalty68
• I nsteacl what was 

of great interest for the "modern school" were the laws of the Zanardelli Draft which 

concerned the assessment of penalties and recidivism as a cause of aggravatron of 

penalty59, since in these the followers of this school believed there could be found proof 

and confirmation of their theories on the finality of punishment and on thQ distinction 

between different types of offenders or "categories of criminals". 

62. See E. Schmidt op. r:;it. at. n. 10 chap. 297. 
63. H. Seuffert, op. eft. at. n. 6 pp. 115 ff and 119. A. Suchsland op. cit. at. n. 7 pp. 373-375; 

F. Von Holtzendorff op. cit. at. n. 5 pp. 322 ff. 
64. See H. ROping op. cit. al. n. 18 pp 70 ff and SO. 90; G. Klelnheyer/J. Schroder op. cil. at. 

n.1Dp.41. · 
65. F, Von Uszt op. c11. at. n. 1, p. 262. 
66, Ibid. pp. 261-262. 
67. Ibidem. 
68. On the penalty of death and discussions on the subject in Germany up until the present 

see A. Eister/H.L!ngemann/R. Sieverts/ H.-J. Schneider, Handw6rtarbuch der 
Krfminologie, vor. 3. (2"" Edition) Serlin, 1975; Maunz-Durig, Grundgesetz Kommentar, 
vol. IV (art. 91a-146), Monaco, 19!37, art. 102 RdNr, 1. 13; Schmtdt-Bieiblreu-Kiein. 
Kommentarzum Grundgesetz, (7'" edition), Neuwied, 1990 art. 102 GG. with many 
references and documentation. 

...,, 
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~ THE RESONANCE OF ITALIAN PENAL LAW IN FRANCE AND SPAIN 

The novelties coming from Italy found a welcome in France even more rapid and intense 

than that in Germany. Not only the writings of Lombroso and the other scientists of 

penal law were translated in french. but there had been printed three translations in that 

language of the Zanardelfi code itself in the year of Its coming into effect. 70 It is not 

possible to discuss here, for reasons to time an·d becaus~ the theme ought to be the 

subject of a separate study, the manner In which the code was debated in France and 

the influence which it exercised on the development of french criminal jurlspruaence. 

As to the Interest with which the french reacted to the innovations coming from Italy 

these are testified to by the referem:es by Bourne, In Archfva de I'Anthropologie 

criminelle 71 to the Immediate resonance which the theories of Lombroso provoked In the 

courts. 

I 

And here it is necessary, if only briefly, to emphasise two differences with respect to 

Germany: first of all, the abolition of the penalty of death In Italy found a much stronger 

resonance In France because of the lively discussion that there had been In France on 

the subject. 

69. F. Von Llszl, op. cit. at. n. I pp. 263, 266, 278, 264; F. Von Holtzendorff op cit. at n. 5 pp. 
322 and 331; H. Seuffert op. cit. at n. 6, pp. 180 ff. . . 

70. E. Turrel, Code penal italisn Paris 1890. This publication also offered an explanatory 
introduction to the Italian penal code: Introduction au Coda penal ita/len, Recueil des Lois 
Nouvelles {15 March 1890): a review of the work of lacolnta by Ch. Petit In Revue 
Penitentiare et de droit penal, vol. 15, 1691 pp. 68-73. A naw translation of lhs code with 
commentary appeared In 1892 in !he work of louis Paoli; Le Code penal d'llalie at son 
systems penal, Paris 1892. · 

71. A. Sournel, Chronique ltalienne, in Archive de /'Anlhropofogis crimlnelle, 1891 pp. 296 ff: 
Bourne! (op. cit. p. 297) observed that the Zanardelll Code had earned the support of the 
greater part of lha French judges and advocates. · 

127 
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In 1887 there had in fact been created In France a Commission which had the aim of 

submitting the text of the Code Penal of 1810 n to radical reform. The penalty of death 

still appeared amongst the proposed penalties In the draff3 of the Commission but this 

topic would certainly become the topic of lively discussion; on the 10th March 1888 the 

observatisms of Zam.irdelll concerning the abolition of the penalty of death had besn 

presented for examination by the "Academia des sciences morales et politiques" to then 

become an integral part of an "alternative" draft of a penal code which was called "Projet 

de Code penal concernant Ia proposition d' abolition de Ia peine de mort• and was 

published in a· notable criminal review. 74 Secondly, the opinions of Lombroso had been 

the subject in France of a crltrcal study which, even more Intensely than In Germany with 

the writings of Lisz:t, undsrlined and emphasised the ambiente soc/ale as a decisive 

element of each criminological analysis. As many doctors such as J. Alessandre 

Lacasagne75 as jurists like Gabriel Tarde76 opposed the theories of Lombroso basing 

their criticisms on arguments of social order and soon in France there was formed a 

"sociological" school which together with the "positivist school" in Italy and the "modern 

school" in Germany determined the tone of radical reform of European penal law whilst 

each of the three schools maintained, as is obvious, dlstrnctive characteristics. The 

"sociological school" in Franca- born in the furnace of the discussion of Lombroslan 

theories and in a strict rapport of ideas with the ''modem school" through the 

International criminological association, as mentioned before - had a great and lasting 

influence in the development of penal science In other countries In Europe such as for 

example, Spain. 

72. K. Sessar, Di~ Entw/r;k/ung dar Frelheltsstrale im Strafrer;ht Frankreiehs, Bonn, 1973, p. 
93. 

73. The draft was reproduced in Revue penitentialre et de droit penal, vol. 17, 1893, p. 188. 

74. Sea Ch. Lucas op. cit., 188~, vol. 12, pp. 253 ff. Also lacointa, who In June 1888 was 
widely' involved with the Zanardelli code and devoted attention to the penalty of death; see 
op. r;it. Pp. 793 ff. and BOO ff. · 

75. See Lacassagne, Marr;he de Ia r;riminalite en Franr;e de 1825 a 1880, In Revue 
sclentlffque, 1881, pp. 674 ff.; La crimina/ita r;omparae des v/1/es et des Campagnes, in 
Bulletin de Ia Societe d'anthropologla de Lyon, Lyon, 1882; (Introduction to) E. Laurent. 
Las habitues des prisons de Paris, Paris, 1891. 

76. Amongst the most Important works of Tarde are, to enumerate them: Ls crimina lite 
comparee, Paris, 1886, 1924, and La Philosoph/a penale, Lyon, 1890. From 1886, Tarde 
published with Lacassagne the Archives de l'anthropologis erim/nel/e at des scienr;es 
penalas; seeK. H. Haring, Der Weg der Krlmono/ogia zur selbslt:J.ndigan Wissansr;haft, 
Hamburg, 1966 (in Krlmlnolog/sr;he Schriftenreihe, vol. 23), p. 97 
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In this country it was Maestre who placed emphasis on social themes, whilst at the 

same time there was formed, always strongly begrudging the French Influence, the so

called pragmatic school of Spain. We now turn our attention to thls country. Here the 

resonance of juridical-penal positivism and the disputes to which it gave rise penetrated 

(at a somewhat later time) in a manner not "pure" but already under the influence of 

theories and intellectual suggestions originating In other countrJes. A typical example of 

this Spanish "mixture" is Dorado Montero who In his doctrine, combined elements of 

correctional theory 71 (until then separate and distinct from other approaches such as the 

classlc)78 with elements drawn from positivism. Influenced by the master Mariano Ares 

("el ultimo Krausfsta"79
) he came In contact with the positivists on the occasion of two 

visits to Bologna in 1885 and 1686 where he studied the theories of Lombroso. Ferri and 

Garofalo and published diverse articles on these60
• In accord with the "positivist school" 

Montero started from the determination of and the Identification of the offender; the 

penal law In this area must according to him, assume the function of "derecho protector 

de los criminales". 61 Even closer to the positivists was Rafael Salillas, a medico and 

member of the "Direction general de prisones"62, an exponent of that which, at the end 

of last century, called itself the "basic school" 63 and Involved an attempt to create a true 

and proper profile of the Spanish offender. 

77. On the model of the "reformist" theory of Roeder, as well as the influence of the so-called 
"Krauslsmo" we recall here Glne:t de los Rlos, professor of legal Philosophy at the 
University of Madrid. 

78. Amongst these we recall J.F Pacheco, professor of penal law at !he University of Madrid 
from 1837, appointed as a member of the commission charged with preparing a new penal 
eode for Spain and a protagonist of Its birth in 1848. Pacheco published, amongst other 
things. a commentary In tpree volumes on the penal coda: C:omentarlos a/ corJigo penal, 
vol. 3, Madrid, 1848-49. In addition J. Montes (1865-1932}. Augustinian monk and 
professor of penal law at the University of Escorial. 

79. Sainz Cantero La clencla del darecho penal y su evolucion, Barcelona. 1975, p. 150. On 
"Krauslsmo" one sees in a general way, Briesemeister, Spanlsche Geistesgeschfchte und 
Phlfosophie in HandbilcherderAu:slandskunde, published by G. Haensch and P. Hartig, 
Frankfurt a.M., 1975, vol. 3, pp. 41 ff.; M. Rivacoba, Krauslsmo y derecho, San!e Fe 
(Argnt.) 1963. 

80. Sea Dorado Montero, La antropologfa criminal in ltelia,Madrid, 1889; El positivlsmo em Ia 
clenclajurldlca y soclall1aliana. Madrid, 1891. One also sees J.A. Oneca, La utopia penal 
de Dorado Montero, Salamanca, 1951. 

81. According to the title of one of the works of Montero, El derer;ho protector de los 
crlmlnales, Madrid, 1915. 
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In this area he favoured both the anthropological as well as the social approach (the 

social environment of the offender's background). 

This "Italian" line of the Spanish penal jurist. In which one also recognises however the 

influence of the French sociological school, stood beside another, not less important, 

called commonly "pragmatism"84 In which one notes -as in the case of the doctrine of . . 
Saldana -beside and even before the italian Influence that of the thinking of Franz von 

Liszt. 

The later development of positivism. now marked, exercised then In its turn Influence in 

Italy- and here one finds confirmed our theory of "european circulation· of the juridical 

culture. A series of scientists, accepting In large part the french theories of the "milieu 

social" thought of being able to follow an autonomous "third way· between the classic 

school and the positivist school. they defined it a "third school" or "school of critical 

positivism· and .Its protagonists were first of all Emanuele Carnevale (with his writing on 

the "third school of penal law ln Italy"}, Vaccaro, Al!mena. Others followed them.85 

The chorus of voices which then were raised to challenge the autonomous character of 

this third school testifies to how international the debate in penal law had be~;ome. 

Puglia, Fioretti, Ferri, and Lombroso in Italy, Liszt, Tarde, Prins, van Hamel and 

Benedikt elsewhere; all authors who denied that there was any possible room for a 

third school or a third way, between the classic theories of metaphysical inspiration on 

one slcle and those modernizing, positivistic anthropological or sociological theories of 

the positivist school on the other. 

82. On Sallllas and his work, sea also L.J. De Asua Rafael Sa/i/las, sus precursores y 
cffscfpulos, in El Criminalista, 15149, vol. Ill, pp. 33 ff. · . 

83. R. Sallllas. Ellanguaje, estudio filo/6glt;o psloo16glco y soclol6gir:o, con r:Jos vocsbularios 
jergales, 2 vols .• Madrid, 1~98; ld., La Teoria basioa, 2 vols., Madrid, 1898. 

84. See 0. Saldana, Mod~me StrafTBchtsauffassungen·ln Spanfen (Die pragmatlsche . 
strafrechtstheorle), (2 Ed.), Heidelberg, 1923; Ad/clones sf Trafado de DeTBcho Penal de 
v. t.iszt, Madrid, 1914; La c:rimlnologla pragmatlca, (Pragmatic criminology) Madrid, 1923; 
El pragmatismo prmsf, Madrid, 1929. -

65. E. Carnevale, Uns terza scuofa di diritto penale In /talia,(a third school of penal law In Italy} 
In Rivista di discipline carr;erarie,(Revlew of prison dlscfpline) Rome, 1892, vol. 21. 
Amongst his earlier writings we recall: La pens naffa scuola classfca e nella c;rimlno/ogla 
positiva ed II suo fonr:Jamento razionale, '(punishment In the classic school and in positivist 
J;rimlnology and Its fundamental rationale) in Rlvlsta di fl/osofla scfentiflca (Review of 
scientific; phllosof)hy) Milan; -1886;· La quesl/one della pens di morte nella fllr>soffa 
scientiflca, (The question of the death penalty in scientific philoJJophy} Turin .1888. See also 
Mario Angela Vaccaro, Genere e funzlone delle /egg/ penal/, (types and function of penal 
laws) Rome 1 BB9. Bernadino Alimena, La premeriltazlone in rapporlo alia pslcologla, a/ 
r:Jirftto, sl/a legislazlone comparsta, (PTBmedltatlon in relation to psychology, law and 
comparative legislation) Turin 1887. 
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In each case whether the third school Is considered a new product of l!alian science, or 

only a more moderate and mitigated variant of sociological positivism in the penal field, 

one fact can be observed: in the brief space of just a decade and a half the new 

theories on punishment and penal law had assumed a European dimension and, even 

in Italy, went beyond the positions and points of view expressed In the "criminal man" of 

Lombroso. 

V. THE RESONANCE IN ENGLAND 

We now leave continental Europe and take a look at England. In the first place, It Is 

necessary to bear in mind the particularity of English law, 69 as well as the particularity 

of Its procedural system which originated from the transformation of the old Institutes of 

the medieval German tradition (typically English Is the so-called "trial of parties" by 

which the new Italian Code of Cri~lnal P~cedure of 1988 was inspired)87
• In addition 

the absence of written codes, the constant reference to judicial precedent, and a 
substantial fundamental pragmatism In procedural practices are integral parts of the 

English juridical system88
• In this context, It does not surprise to find that English 

Interest In the Italian penal codification was less than that In continental Europe 

especially since a few years before Zanardelll presented his draft of 1883, the most 

racent attempt to bring about a penal codification In the British Isles themselves had 

fal!ed.69 

86. 

87 

88. 

89. 

By way of an introduction to the differences which exist between english and continental 
law see K. Zwelgert/H. Kotz, Einftlhryng In die Rechtsverglaichung /, (2

00 
Edition}, 

TOblngen, 1964, pp. 210 ff. 

See C. Marx/A. Grilli, Oerneue ltalieniscbe strafprozess,ln GA, 137 (1990), pp. 495,602 
ff. 

Zwelgert/K.Stz, op. cit:, at n. 86, p. 211; see Gustav Radbruch, Der Geist des englischen 
Rechls, GOttingen, 1956, pp .. 33 ff.; M. Weber, Wirtschaft unri Gesellschsft, (4th Edition), 
TObin gen. 1956, pp. 457 ff. On the function of judicial role !n England and on the historic:· 
social signific:ance of the role of the Judiciary see N.C. Couralds, Slruktur und 
Auslegungsaspekte des angelsschsisr;hen Strafrechts, ln GA. 128 (1981), pp. 533, 536 ff 

More particularly: W. Teubner, Kor:iifikatlon und Rechtsreform in /England, Berlin, 1974, 
pp.157,159 ff. • 
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On the other hand the theories of Ferri and Lombroso had a wide resonance in 

England.90 This resonance, however- according to the analysis carried out by 

Radzinowicz/Hood s,- occurred later than on the continent and found expression 

principally in criticism and the taking of a contrary position.92 Only in 1890 Havelock 

Ellis seems to have turned his attention • an the impulse of the review La criminologie 

comparee93 of Tarde.- to the french sociological school and the Italian positivist 

school~94 

Already the philosophical premises militated against an English reception of the 

positivist theories. The nineties of that century saw ln fact the maximum development In 

England of neohegellan Idealism, the so-called "anglohegellanism"95
, whose principles 

corresponded, In the field of the penal law, to exactly those of the "classic school" on the 

continent. To Lombroso there was directed the objection, forming itself into a formula 
' commonly expressed and generalised, according to which respect for human dignity did 

not permit one to assess even the worst offender as a "patient" rather than an "agent".96 

One section of neohegelian thought, whilst strongly maintaining the rejection of the 

principle, took, however, some steps in the direction of positivism. 97 From such an 

opening tttere would then develop a criminological ~anthropologicallfne of thought which 

would Influence English penal law In the direction of a greater attention to the themes of 

particular preventative measures and the finality of sentence with the aim of the 

rehabilitation oflhe prisoner. Bll So· and it is not the only example - Courtney Kenny, 

professor at Cambridge, declared that, even for all of the criticisms that could be laid 

against him, Lombroso had left "treasures of great value".99 

90. See Ia Relaziona al Congresso lnternazlonale di antropologla crJmlnale di Roma (the report to th 
lntamational Congress of criminal anthropology of Rome) in the Law Mage:zin and Review XI 
(1886) pp. 279 ff. . 

91. L. Radzlnowie<:/ R. Hood, A History of English Criminal Law, vol. 5: The Emergence of Penal 
Policy, London, 1986, pp. 1-33. 

92.ldem, pp. 16 ff.; amongst otli~rs we cite J. Salmond, Jurisprudence, (7~ edition), London, 1927, 
123 ff. for jurisprudence, see W.R. Kennedy, The State Punishment of Crime, In The Law Mega; 
and Review, XXV (1889). pp. 1-20 and 4 ff. 

93. G. Tarde, La crfmlnalite comparfle, op, cit. at n. 76. 

94. H. Ellis, The Criminal, New York. 1890; ~n german: Verbrecher und Verbrechen, Leipzig, 
1ss4, PP· 40 ff.r 

·gs. Radzinowlcz!Hood. op. ell. at n.91, p. 18. 

99.1bidem. 

97. A hint for this proposition In H. Ellis, op. cit. at n. 94, p. 53. 

98. Radzlnowlcz!Hood op. cit. at n. 91, pp 576 ff. with many references especially to an enquiry 
on prison conditions of 1895 (Gladstone Report). · 
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And so he did not contradict totally the famous affirmation of van Hamel for whom 

"former lawyers bade men study Justice but Lombroso bids justice study men·. He 

limited himself simply to affirm in a conciliatory manner "each precept is good. But 

better is the combination of the two". 100 

As well it was in England itself that at the beginning of our century, there was found 

worthy of merit the thesis which was the starting point of the positivist school and where 

there was carried out perhaps the widest criminological analysis amongst those 

undertaken up until then. Charles Goring - encouraged by Karl Pearson - analysed and 

interrogated around four thousand prisoners across various social groups and 

established ninety-six different points of enquiry. The result, published with the title The 

E:ngllsh Convict101
, constituted a refutation of the lombrosian theses: -- "no evidence 

has emerged confirming the existence of a physical criminal type, such as Lombroso 
I 

and his disciples have descrlbed.''102 "The English Convict" initiated new discussions, 

both in England and on the continent not only on the theses originally advanced by 

Lombroso but also on the perspective of a future development of positivism and in 

particular on the utility of statlstlcal methods in their application to criminal science. And 

Italy was, and felt itself to be, called to the cause yet again. Enrico Ferri103
, S. Sergi104 

and Sante de Sanctis 105 were very critical of the "English Convict" and were. In any 

case, right in seeing in the English questioning, a confirmation of just how effective and 

stimulating the impulses and ideas coming from Italy had been. 

99. C.S. Kenny, Outlines of Criminal Lsw (1" Edition) Cambridge, 1902, pp. 502 ff (Tr. d'A.) 

1 DO. See Radzinowicz:/Hood, op. eft. at n. 91, p. 17. 

101. Ch. Goring, The En9fish Convict, A Ststist/r;a/ Study, London, 1913. 

102. Idem. P. 173. 

103. E. Ferri, The Present Movement in Criminal Anthropology a propos of a Biological 
Investigation in the English Prisons, In Journal of Cnininal Law and Criminology, 5 
(1914115) pp. 207·223. 

104. S. Sergi, Osservazioni di ter:nlca anlropo/oglca lntomo alf'lnchiesta sui condannati 
inglesi, (Observations on the subject of anthropological ter;hn/que concerning the enquiry 
on english prisoners) in La Scuo/a positive, (The positivist school) 1914, pp. 577-593. 

105. s. de Sanclis, An Investigation of En91ish Convk;ts and Criminal Anthropology In Joumal 
of Criminal Law and Criminology, 5 (1914/15). pp. 228-240; by the same author 
Un 'inchiesta sur condannati ingl&si e l'antropologia crimina/a, in La Sr::uo/a posltiva. (An 
enquiry Into english prisoners and criminal anthropology In The Positivist School} (1914) 
series 3 vol. 5 5.177-193. 
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VI. THE RESONANCE IN OTHER COUNTRIES OF EUROPE 

The examples which we have provided up until now do certainly not exhaust the theme 

which we have undertaken, of the resonance which Italian law had in Europe. It made 

Itself heard also in Belgium and Holland (countries in which the Italian experience had 

been transmitted and made known by van Hamel and Prins mentioned earlier) and in 

Scandanavia (where the same function had been assumed, also towards England, by 

the Dane, Harold Hoffdlng). 106
· Here we will limit ourselves, In the interests of brevity, to 

recall that also in eastern Europe, whose common Interests with the rest of the 

continent are being rediscovered today, there was no lack of interest in Italian penal 

law. It was not only in the Russian scientific world that the lombrosian theses found a 

vast resonance - In a spiritual context of a quest for new horizons and visions; one 

recalls the pages of Dostojewsky dedicated to the criminal type, the antithesis of and 

distinct from the person condemned fur political reasons.107 Western Europe soon 
I 

came to know the intensity with which Russia concerned itself with the doctrines of the 

"positivist school". It had been in the first place, Italian positivists who drew attention lo 

the debate under way In Russia, not least, perhaps because they aimed at a constant 

and wide diffusion of lombroslan theorles.106 Those who were closest to the Italian 

positivits on the intellectual plane were probably Dimitri Drilli and R. Minzloff; beyond 

those Garofalo mentioned as supporters of positivism in Russia Sergejewskl and -to a 

certain extent- Taganzeff. The last mentioned had been a member of the Commission 

which at the beginning of the eighties had prepared a draft penal code for the Russian 

empire. 109 These Indications, very plainly, provide a clear example of Just how widely 

Italy had stimulated debate on the penal system (and the penal law) In Russia. 

106. Radzinowicz!Hood. op. cit. at n. 91, p. 19. , 

107. A. Frassatl, Die neue positive Sahule des Strafechts In Russ/and, in ZStW. 1890, vel. 
1D,p.611 . 

108. See R. Garofalo, Di una nueva scuola penale in Russ/a, In Archivio di ps/chlatrla, (Of a 
new pemal school In Russia In Records of Psychiatry) 1684, vel. 5. p. 328; Gretener, 
Auslilndlsche Rundschau, 14 Russfand, In ZStW. 1884, pp. 297 ff.; A. Frassa!l. op ell. at 
n. 107, pp 41 ff. 

109. SeeR. Garofalo, op. cit. at n. 108 and Gretener, op. cit. at n. 108; D. Drllll, Die 
jugenr:tlichen Verbrechsr. Studle zur Fraga naah der Kriminalitlit, cieren Faktoren,. 
Moscow, 1884; Positivnaja scola ugolovnago I je}a protivniki, ("The positivist sc;hool and 
Its opponenlsjMoscow 1686; Dlsput D.A. Drilja w'charlvkovkom univeraltetje 
(Conference l)eld at the University or Krakow on 22. 9.1885) in G/urlditcesehi estnix (II 
gaz:zettlno glurlciic;o), 1885 n. 11; pp.104 ff.; R. Minzloff, Osobennosti classa · 
prestupnikovo (Th a particularity of the offender) in II gazzettino glurfdlr:o (the juridical 
gazette), 1881, n. 10, pp 216 ff., n.11 pp 355 ff.; n.12, p. 577; Sergejewski, Ob9n::tasjus 
punlandi, in II gaz:zettino giurldlco, (the juridical gazette) 1881, n. 3, p. 443; Taganzeff. 
Kurs russcago uglovna)o prava, in f/ gazzettlno gluridico (the juridical gazette), 1880, PP 
500 ff. 
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The Italian theories ln fact penetrated into Russia and the Russian reception of these 

theories "rebounded" then successively in Italy (and in Germany). But there Is another 

point to emphasise; as much as has been said on the links and the common themes of 

the history of european law holds good also, and not in a limited way, for the East of the 

"european continent". Even In the Polish language there Is no lack of commentary: the 

Gazzetta giudlzian'a (Judidal Gazette) of Warsaw of 1891 dedicated a great de<JI of 

space to the Zanardelli code 110 with its system of differentiating punishments and the 

"first signs of the theme of re-education of the convicted person.111 We know that at that 

time Poland lacked its own national territory, and that the somewhat modest attempts at 

reform of Polish penal law of 1818 had been thwarted not commencing until1847. 

In so far as concerned, moreover, the Zanardelll code more directly there must not be 

forgotten the Influence which it exercised on the legislation of countries even beyond 

Europe. "In an era full of attempts at reform of latin american penal systems, what had 

happened in Italy was viewed with great interest. The Zanardelll code exercised great 

influence not only on the penal code of Venuezala but also on the Uruguayan (1909) 

Cuban (the draft of Gonzales Larza (1908) and Argentina (1891 )." 112 Penal 

codifications Inspired by It were the penal codes of different countries of hispanic 

America such as Uruguay, Venezuela and Chile as well as the drafts of the penal laws 

of Cuba and Argentina at the end of the nineteenth century. 

110. W. Mauersberg, 0 Kodeksie kamym wloskfm z dnla 30 Czerwee 1889 roku ('The Italian 
penal code of 30 June1889") in Gaz:eta Sadowa, 1891, pp 828 ff.; H. Cederbaum, Nowy 
projekt wlosky kodeksu kamego, In Gazeta Sadowa, 1889, pp. 761 ff. 

111. See for example E. Krzymuski, Lehrbuch des Slrafrechls mil besonderer 
Ben:Jcksfchllgung des 6sterrelchlschen Fl.echts, Krakow, 1887; as well as his writing in the 
Gaz:eta Sadowa ("Judicial journal of Warsaw") of 1889 regarding the panorama of the 
"positivist school• of Italy with particular reference to Garofalo; Rosenblatt, Ober die 
gsgemwi!rtlgen Strefrechtsschulen und deren Methoden, Warschau-Lemberg, 1887. 

112. By way of summary, see J.A. J!mez da Asua, Tratado de derecho penal, 8 vols; Buenos 
Aires, 1957, particularly volume 1 (Tr. d. A.}. 
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VII. CONCLUSION 

We have seen that the Italy of the late nineteenth century contributed greatly, through both 

the positivist school and the Zanardelli code, to the development of penal law. The 

reformatory impetus which the "classic" penalistlc tradition, on the one side, took control of 

and on the other, the challenge, almost provocative, of the positivist school on the basis of 

scientific criteria, created In the Italy of the late nineteenth century that fruitful atmosphere of 

Intellectual tension which operated as a background to the Italian literature in the field of 

penal law of the era. It does not fall within the scope of this article to offer an analysis of the 

causes of this flowering of Italian science and legislation. Abroad It was attributed to the 

repeated convergence of principally two factors, namely- to use Wahlberg's description -

"the particularity and originality of Italian culture" In a context of intense attention to and 

· . Interest in "the progress and development of foreign legislation" •113 Perhaps Italy, more 

than other countries, was inclined towards- or had a weakness for- openness towards, 

comparison wlth, imd the reception' of experiences and solutions coming from abroad. 

Such particular openness in relation to foreign Ideas had then also been favoured -it must 

not be forgotten - by the fact that the Italy of the decades following Unity sought to give itself 

a national se;lence and legislation of a reformatory orlentatlon capable of Integrating into the 

Italian social and juridical fabric the achievements and Innovations of the legal systems 

beyond the Alps.114 An openness towards the outside world under the banner of unification 

and national reform: it was by starting from this base, that Italy was able, in the late 

nineteenth century, to considerably enrich what we have called "the european circulation· of 

Juridical theories and normative solutions in the penal fleld. We have seen how effectively 

that came about after the publication of Lombroso's "Criminal Man". This work opened a 

new period of discussion and reflection on the subjects of punishment and the penal law; 

and the passionate commitment of the new Italian positivist school marked the triumph of 

new conceptions in a new era. With the aspiration to consider rationally and empirically 

punishment and offender, and to orient itself towards a greater emphasis upon the concepts 

of suitability and social utility this new scientific tendency was able to link itself to 

enlightenment thought and to Beccaria, even if clearly the great attempt at modernisation of 

european penal law carried out in the eighteenth century contained metaphysical and 

natural law themes completely allen to the reformers of the late 1800's and closer instead to 

naturalistic positivism first, so uncertain in its methods and their consequences, and then to 

sociological and socio-psychological positivism. 

113. W.E. WahJberg, op cit. at n. 7 p. 531. 

114. See Seuffert, op. eft. at n. 6 pp 91 ff. 
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There commenced thus from these premises, the long series of scientific disputes, still 

alive today amongst the many schools of thought originating from the positivist school or 

from the modern school and the penal jurist orientation of the so-called "neoclassical" 

type (which in Its turn found an ally in juridical positivism, opposed to naturalistic or 

sociological positivism). Already by the last century there were even fewer, In the 

various european countries, of those who could define themselves as "pure" support&rs 

of one or other of the two theories which had commenced to confront each other from 

the eighties. And always the history of penal law of the twentieth century has been in a 

great part a continuation of the themes and the controversies to which the discussion In 

the Italy of the late eighteen hundreds made such an important contribution. In the 

majority of the european countries the debates undertaken then continue even today to 

produce legislative fruit and penal reform on the practical level. 

In the last decade there seemed to be born in Germany, and not only in Germany, a 

certain level of scepticism concerning the trends traced from the "modern school" and 

subsequently with the drying up of the last great wave of reform of the sixties and 

seventies. Even more than ln the decades in which the modern school committed Itself 

to opening up a passage in the penal law between the classic and positivlst schools 

there seems today to be apparent, progressing, changing and developing the penal law, 

the knowledge and the fear that such progress and change takes place at the expense 

of a "classic" penal tradition which Is worthy nonetheless of being preserved. The 

danger which one sees Is that the concept of "elimination" of the incorrigible criminal 

dictated by reasons of a social nature (and which in Germany has led to the even more 

controversial institute of perpetual "preventative custody'') just like on the other side, the 

tendency to re-education and rehabllltatlon, lead one to consider the author of a crime 

as a mere object, forgetting and ignoring the intrinsic value of his individual personality, 

a value never lost sight of, however, by the "classic'' penal law, which was liberal and 

protective of civil liberties. 

Under this analysis, the Italy ofthe late eighteenth century yet again reveals its 

contemporaneity. lt was the homeland of that juridical document so much discussed 

and opposed, slow to reach publication, but Internationally so rich in Influence and 

inspiration • the Zanandelli code. The Italian penal legislation, the subject for decades of 

discussions and drafts resulting In the Zanardelli code, earned, deservedly, attention 

and esteem. notwithstanding the offensive of the positivist school -exactly because 

the whole series of modernisation and novelties In the penal law (abolition of the death 
1':17 
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penalty, the Introduction of attenuating circumstances, the condit1onal suspension of 

sentences. a differentiation in punish men~ between a person of previous good character 

and a recidivist) came Into existence and were put into effect in the wake of the "classic" 

tradition Itself. The present level of development of this area of law In a great part of 

europe, thanks to the impulses and Initiatives of the modern, sociological positivist 

school, has registered new progress .• But in remains the fact that the Zanardelll code, 

heir of liberal and garantistic thought and its successful expression, constitutes today an 

Ideal patrimony which must not be lost. 
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